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Public Comment for California Offshore Wind, AB 525 Strategic 
Plan 

Good morning Commissioners, my name is Tina Calderon. I work for Sacred Places 
Institute for Indigenous People as the Director of our Ocean Protectors Program.  
 
As an Indigenous led organization with Chumash, Tongva & Acjachemen staff members 
whose traditional homelands include a good portion of the Southern California 
Coastline, we are very concerned about the potential dangers posed by Offshore Wind. 
We at SPI are very much concerned about the safety of all life in the ocean which we 
call kikikiÄ• hi l Sxaâ€™min in Chumash, our relatives of the underworld.  
 
While we fully understand the need to reach zero-carbon electricity and our stateâ€™s 
commitment to reach this crucial goal by 2045, we feel it is extremely important to 
complete the necessary studies to ensure we cause no further harm to the environment. 
We at SPI appreciate that identifying potential impacts and mitigating and minimizing 
those impacts through strategies on coastal resources, fisheries and Native American 
Indigenous Peoples is addressed in the plan, we are concerned that the need to meet 
goals is the overarching priority and mapping, though extremely important, does not 
take the place of long-term scientific studies.  
 
Please keep in mind, offshore wind technology has already been installed on the East 
Coast of the United States so we are sure to learn about disturbances and safety or 
harms to ocean life in a relatively short span of time. We owe that much, to do our due 
diligence to fully understand the effect of installing this technology and where the safest 
placement will be.  
 
Additionally, it is critical that all local Tribes are included in the planning of transporting 
energy across our lands to ensure no harm is done to our sacred sites and our burial 
sites are not disturbed.  
 
We pray that you do the right thing and slow the process down as it is our responsibility 
to address climate concerns and new energy solutions in the safest way possible.  
 
Thank you. 

Additional submitted attachment is included below. 



California Offshore Wind Strategic Plan AB 525 Public Comment

Good morning Commissioners, my name is Tina Calderon. I work for Sacred Places Institute for
Indigenous People as the Director of our Ocean Protectors Program.

As an Indigenous led organization with Chumash, Tongva & Acjachemen staff members whose
traditional homelands include a good portion of the Southern California Coastline, we are very
concerned about the potential dangers posed by Offshore Wind. We at SPI are very much
concerned about the safety of all life in the ocean which we call kikikič hi l Sxa’min in Chumash,
our relatives of the underworld.

While we fully understand the need to reach zero-carbon electricity and our state’s commitment
to reach this crucial goal by 2045, we feel it is extremely important to complete the necessary
studies to ensure we cause no further harm to the environment. We at SPI appreciate that
identifying potential impacts and mitigating and minimizing those impacts through strategies on
coastal resources, fisheries and Native American Indigenous Peoples is addressed in the plan,
we are concerned that the need to meet goals is the overarching priority and mapping, though
extremely important, does not take the place of long term scientific studies.

Please keep in mind, offshore wind technology has already been installed on the East Coast of
the United States so we are sure to learn about disturbances and safety or harms to ocean life
in a relatively short span of time. We owe that much, to do our due diligence to fully understand
the effect of installing this technology and where the safest placement will be.

Additionally, it is critical that all local Tribes are included in the planning of transporting energy
across our lands to ensure no harm is done to our sacred sites and our burial sites are not
disturbed.

We pray that you do the right thing and slow the process down as it is our responsibility to
address climate concerns and new energy solutions in the safest way possible.

Thank you.


